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women and men, young and old. With more than 40 healing properties, Ancient Treasure is one of the best
skin creams for all cultures and has been found very effective for those with ethnic skin as well. Easy to use,
Ancient Treasure brightens and evens skin tones, softens texture and repairs sun and age spots. It also
works wonders on hands and feet.
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BEST OF EGYPT GOELITECLUB.COM 1/15 NOW Best ! Egypt 50% OFF $3,450 Starting from $1,725
Unique Holiday to Explore the Best of Egypt Starting early on with your outbound ï¬‚ight details and all the
way back home. This luxury escape is designed and tailored by the niche experts of luxury travel to offer you
the best experience ever in Egypt.
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Ancient Mysteries & Lost Treasures is a role-playing game set in the modern day. It is about a secret
program in which teams consisting of highly trained field agents use covert ops and scientific research to
tackle scientific, solve ancient mysteries and track down legendary treasures.
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Treasure: Temple of Solomon / Ancient Jewish Military Reserves Lost: Circa 100 BC Estimated Value: $1.2
Billion + Contents: Gold and silver coins, ingots and artefacts. Location: Israel / Jordon The Treasure of the
Copper Scroll Located to the west of the northern tip of the Dead Sea and near to the town of Kalya is the
Qumran archaeological site.
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Ancient Map 4 . Ancient Map 4 is similar to the second map, as it depicts an area above the town of Rattay
along the Sasau River, along the same road leading towards the second map's treasure.
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Whether money, priceless artworks, or untold vaults of knowledge, the idea of treasure titillates the minds of
nearly every person on Earth. Fortunes have been thrown away in the quest for lost treasure , and the fame
and even greater monetary rewards they promise. Here are 10 of the greatest treasures lost to us.
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Oftentimes, priceless treasures are lost due the carnage and destruction of war. Every now and then,
however, the items themselves are a result of the battles. A set of very important maps are missing from the
National Archives.
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